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Abstract.

Generating from Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) is a non-trivial prob-
lem, as many syntactic decisions are not constrained by the semantic graph. Current
deep learning approaches in AMR generation almost depend on a large amount of
“silver data” in general domains. While the text in the legal domain is often struc-
turally complicated, and contain specific terminologies that are rarely seen in train-
ing data, making text generated from those deep learning models usually become
awkward with lots of “out of vocabulary” tokens. In our paper, we propose some
modifications in the training and decoding phase of the state of the art AMR gen-
eration model to have a better text realization. Our model is tested using a human-
annotated legal dataset, showing an improvement compared to the baseline model.
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1. Introduction

Abstract Meaning Representation, or AMR in short, is a semantic annotation scheme that
encodes a natural language sentence as a rooted, directed graph. Every vertex and edge
of the graph is labeled according to the sense of the words in a sentence [1]. We give an
example of AMR annotation in Figure 1, where the nodes (e.g. “enjoy-01”, “right-05”,
...) represent concepts, and the edges (e.g. “:arg0”, “:condition”, ...) represent relations
between those concepts. Recently, AMR gains a lot of attention in the NLP research
community, as it is widely used as an intermediate meaning representation for NLP tasks,
e.g. machine translation [2], summarization [3].

To obtain success in those tasks, the problem of AMR-to-text generation has to
be solved effectively. Several deep learning approaches have been proposed to tackle
this problem by leveraging a large amount of silver data [4], [5]. Despite acceptable
performance on general domain text, those generating models struggle in dealing with the
legal domain, where the sentences are complicated structure and contain domain-specific
terms. We figure out that lots of out-of-vocabulary words are generated, and almost the
negation and conditional sentences are generated incorrectly.

In our paper, we propose a modification in the training phase and decoding phase of
the baseline graph to sequence model to improve the generation quality. Specifically, in
the training process, we constrain the encoder-decoder model by a controllable variable
to avoid the repetitive token generating as well as guiding the model to recognize the
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Figure 1. AMR graph for the sentence ”Unless otherwise provided by applicable laws, regulations or treaties,
foreign nationals shall enjoy private rights”.

negation and conditional sentences more appropriately. After training, the model is fine-
tune with a silver dataset generated from a civil code in the English version. Moreover,
we adopt weighted decoding [6] with a modified beam-search algorithm to avoid out-of-
vocabulary words. The model is tested using a human-annotated legal dataset, showing
improvement over the baseline model.

2. Background

2.1. Deep learning approaches in AMR-to-text Generation

Given an AMR graph G = (V ;E), where V and E denote the sets of nodes and edges,
respectively, the goal is to generate a sentence W = (w1,w2, ...,wn) where wi are words
in the vocabulary. Since first introduced as a shared task at SemEval-2017 [7], several
approaches have been proposed to tackle this generation problem, with a dominance of
deep learning models. Konstas et al. [5] linearized AMR graphs, then adopt an encoder-
decoder model to translate these string-like objects into natural language (NeuralAMR).
Song et al. [4] modified the encoder side architecture to capture the graph structure data
more properly. This resulted in a graph-to-sequence model (Graph2Seq) capable of gen-
erating well-written text, obtaining the state of the art BLEU score in this generation
problem in 2018. However, these models still struggle when dealing with legal text, i.e.
Graph2Seq obtains 9.86 BLEU score on JCivilCode [8], comparing to the score of 32.0
on LDC2017 test set. In our paper, we rely on Graph2Seq to build our baseline model.

2.2. The baseline model

As mentioned before, we adopt the graph-to-sequence model in [4] as our baseline. With
a given AMR graph G = (V ;E), each node vi is represented by a hidden state vector hi,
initializing by the word embedding of that node. The graph state g is defined as the set of
hi. Information exchange between a current node vi and all incoming nodes and outgoing
nodes connected to it are captured through a sequence of state transitions g0,g1, ...,gk.
The encoder side used a long short term memory (LSTM) network to perform this graph
state transition. With this state transition mechanism, information of each node is prop-
agated to all its neighboring nodes after each step. After k transition steps, each node
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state contains the information of a large context, including its ancestors, descendants,
and siblings, where k is the maximum graph diameter in the dataset (we choose k = 9 in
our experiments). The decoder side is also a LSTM network incorporated with a copy
mechanism [9] to deal with decoding objects like name entities, numbers, and date. The
detail computation in each step can be found in the original paper.

3. Legal AMR generation

3.1. Conditional training

Conditional Training (CT) [10] is a method to learn an encoder-decoder model P(y|g,z),
where z is a discrete control variable and g is the AMR graph. We design z by annotating
every (g,y) pair in the training set with the attribute we wish to control, e.g. the length
of the linearized graph, or whether g contains negation or not. This attribute value will
be determined during training, depend on each training sample. We use an embedding
value with size 10 to represent the control variable z. This value will be concatenated
to the decoder’s input at each step. The objective function of training is given by the
cross-entropy loss: lossCT = − 1

T ∑T
t=1 logP(y|g,z,y1, ...,yt−1). Parameters of the model

are initialized when training with the benchmark general domain dataset, then finetuning
with the silver legal dataset to optimize lossCT .

3.2. Decoding in legal style

To enhance the probability of generating words with certain features, we adopt Weighted
Decoding (WD) that was introduced by Ghazvininejad et al. [11]. On the tth step of
decoding, the generated hypothesis y<t = y1, ... , yt−1 is expanded by computing the score
for each possible next word w in the vocabulary by the formula:

score(w,y<t ;g) = score(y<t ;g)+ logPLST M(w|y<t ,g)+∑i wi ∗ fi(w;y<t ,g).
In which logPLST M(w|y<t ,g) is the log probability of the word w calculated by the

bi-LSTM network, score(y<t ;g) is the accumulated score of the generated words in the
hypothesis y<t and fi(w;y<t ,g) are decoding features with the corresponding weights wi.
There can be multiple features fi to control multiple attributes, and the weights wi are
hyperparameters. A decoding feature fi(w;y<t ,g) assigns a real value to the word w. The
feature can be continuous (e.g. the unigram probability of w) or discrete (e.g. the length
of w in characters). A positive weight wi increases the probability of words w that scores
highly with respect to fi and vice versa.

Another problem of generating text from legal AMR is the out of vocabulary tokens,
where lots of words in the legal domain are not included in well-known word embed-
ding, e.g. Word2Vec or Glove. We collect the vocabulary of three datasets: a benchmark
dataset in general domains and two datasets obtained from Vietnamese and Japanese civil
code. We observe that more than 30% of the words in these vocabulary do not appear in
Glove [12]. To deal with this problem, we modified the beam search decoding algorithm.
Specifically, after collecting an extra-vocabulary from the legal finetune set, we assign a
binary feature to each word w in the test set representing whether w is in the legal vocab
or not. This increases the probability of words in the legal vocabulary to be selected to
the top-k generation, where k is the beam size.
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4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Dataset Preparation

In our experiments, we use three datasets: (i) the benchmark dataset LDC2017T10 for
training the baseline model, (ii) silver data generated from a Vietnamese Civil Code for
fine-tuning the model, and (iii) the JCivilCode dataset 1 [8] for testing the performance.
Because of lacking hardware resources, we do not conduct our experiments on silver
data sampled from external corpora (like NeuralAMR and Graph2Seq using Gigaword).

Table 1. Statistics of the three dataset used in our experiments

Dataset LDC2017T10 VN Civil Code JCivilCode

Number of samples 36.521 3,073 128

Vocabulary size 29,943 3,026 778

Number of words out of vocab 4,453 602 270

:condition edge 1,794 190 69

Negation 10,947 356 57

In dataset (i) we use the linearization and anonymization algorithm provided by
Song et al. [4] and Konstas et al. [5]. For dataset (ii), the silver data is obtained by
performing two best parsers for legal text: JAMR [13] and CAMR [14] as suggested by
Vu et al. [8]. Each sample sentence in the corpus will provide two AMR graphs, this
also enlarges the dataset for finetuning our models. The statistics of these datasets can be
found in Table 1.

4.2. Results and Analysis

We evaluate our models mainly by BLEU score [15] and METEOR score [16]. We also
report the number of OOV words generated from each model. From Table 2, it can be
observed that our both proposed modification improve the performance of text genera-
tion. While CT increases the BLEU score and METEOR score comparing to the baseline
model, Legal Decoding (LD) helps reduce the OOV rate significantly. However, com-
bining both two techniques does not result in the best score overall, where BLEU and
METEOR score decrease slightly after LD, since this algorithm sometimes eliminates
non-legal words from the top-k space.

Our experimental results also confirm the important role of training data. After fine-
tuning with a legal dataset, we obtain 2.81 and 0.96 improvement on BLEU and ME-
TEOR score, respectively. When comparing to the state of the art pre-trained models,
with a huge amount of data, our proposed modification still got lower results by a small
margin.

To have a closer look, we provide some output examples for each model in Table 3.
All the models still generate low-quality sentences, with grammatical errors and repet-
itive words. The baseline model trained without any legal data provides an out-domain
word that does not appear in the source AMR graph. After finetuning, the sentences gen-
erated become longer but not so meaningful except for the output of CT model, which in-
cludes almost correct information. LD, as mentioned earlier, could help reduce the OOV
rate overall, but may cause some words or fragments missing and repetitive.

1https://github.com/sinhvtr/legal_amr
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Table 2. Generation results in BLEU score, METEOR score and number of OOV generated. The baseline
Graph2Seq is trained on benchmark dataset only. The next four lines show our proposed modifications, with
and without finetuning data. The last two lines are the results of two best pretrained models with extra corpus.

Model BLEU METEOR OOV

Baseline Graph2Seq 5.50 16.78 135

Graph2Seq + CT 6.82 17.42 112
Graph2Seq + Finetune data 8.31 17.74 145
Graph2Seq + Finetune data + Conditional Training 8.56 18.61 143
Graph2Seq + Finetune data + LD 8.42 17.98 57
Graph2Seq + Finetune data + CT + LD 8.43 18.04 57

Graph2Seq Pretrained on 2M Gigaword corpus 9.31 21.38 29
NeuralAMR Pretrained on 2M Gigaword corpus 9.07 20.55 35

Table 3. Output comparison with an example from JCivilCode dataset

Gold data
Unless otherwise provided by applicable laws, regulations or treaties, foreign nationals shall enjoy
private rights.

Baseline model
the foreign national enjoy a private right not if the applicable law or economic treaty

Baseline model + finetune data
when it is not provided for by law or the treaties to enjoy the private rights , the foreign national shall
have the enjoy private rights .

Baseline model + finetune data + CT
the foreign national will enjoy private rights without providing applicable regulate regulate or treaty

Baseline model + finetune data + CT + LD
when a foreign national enjoys the private right , if not provided for by law or the provisions of law or
the provisions of law .

Graph2Seq Pretrained on 2M Gigaword
foreign nationals will enjoy private rights while there are no laws or regulations if the or or without the
regulations are provided .

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we figure out the difficulties of AMR generation in the legal domain, where
the logical structure is complicated and lots of domain-specific terms are not in the well-
known vocabulary. We propose two modifications to the training and decoding phases
of the state of the art graph to sequence model to tackle these difficulties. The experi-
mental results prove the effectiveness of our method over the baseline model. Despite
the improvement, all models in our experiments still generate low-quality text from legal
AMR. The best-reported score is only 9.31 for BLEU and 21.38 for METEOR, leaving
a challenge for research in this domain.
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